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Abstract

Objective: To improve the prediction of fractures in dogs with bone tumors of the
distal radius by identifying computed tomography (CT) indices that correlate with
antebrachial bone strength and fracture location.

Study design: Prospective experimental study.

Animals: Dogs with antebrachial osteosarcoma (n5 10), and normal cadaver bones
(n59).

Methods: Antebrachia were imaged with quantitative CT prior to biomechanical
testing to failure. CT indices of structural properties were compared to yield force
and maximum force using Pearson correlation tests.

Results: Straight beam failure (Fs), axial rigidity, curved beam failure (Fc), and cra-
niocaudal bending moment of inertia (MOICrCd) CT indices most highly correlated
(0.77>R> 0.57) with yield and maximum forces when iOSA-affected and control
bones were included in the analysis. Considering only OSA-affected bones, Fs, Fc,
and axial rigidity correlated highly (0.85>R> 0.80) with maximum force. In
affected bones, the location of minimum axial rigidity and maximum MOICrCd cor-
related highly (R> 0.85) with the actual fracture location.

Conclusions: CT-derived axial rigidity, Fs, and MOICrCd have strong linear rela-
tionships with yield and maximum force. These indices should be further evaluated
prospectively in OSA-affected dogs that do, and do not, experience pathologic
fracture.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Osteosarcoma (OSA) primarily affects the appendicular skel-
eton of large and giant breed dogs, particularly the distal
radial metaphysis.1 Treatment of OSA generally consists of
surgical excision of the primary lesion followed by adjuvant
chemotherapy. Amputation is the surgical procedure most
commonly recommended for appendicular OSA excision1

but the presence of other concurrent orthopedic or neurologic
disease may preclude this option in some dogs. Surgical
limb-salvage procedures for distal radial OSA in the dog pro-
vide survival times comparable to those with amputation.
However, complications are common, especially infections,
reported in up to 78% of cases.1-8 Alternatively, radiation-
based therapies have been described as an alternative for
limb salvage in the veterinary literature, but do not alleviate
the risks of pathologic fractures.4,9-12 In people, other in situ
non-surgical therapies for the management of primary and
metastatic appendicular bone neoplasia include thermal
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ablation and selective arterial embolization.13 In situ treat-
ment may offer benefits over surgical removal, such as
potential inhibition of metastasis through a variety of mecha-
nisms.14-19 As most dogs with OSA ultimately die of distant
metastatic disease, in situ treatment could be especially rele-
vant in this species, if metastasis inhibition is confirmed.
However, these therapies are relatively unexplored in the
dog, and the risk of pathologic fracture in tumor-affected
bone must be considered before clinical application.

Previous work has described the fundamental biome-
chanics of canine antebrachia with tumor-invaded bone in
dogs with distal radial OSA.15 Accurate determination of the
risk of pathologic fractures in individual canine patients with
OSA would allow evidence-based recommendations for can-
didates to limb salvage. At this time, no criteria have been
established to determine the risk of pathologic fracture in
veterinary patients. Prediction of pathologic fracture in peo-
ple with primary or metastatic bone neoplasia has been
evolving. Radiographic measurements (DEXA) have limited
ability to predict femur fractures in people.16,17 Estimates of
3-dimensional (3D) geometry and density from 2-
dimensional (2D) radiographs are based on assumptions of a
symmetric bone and a homogeneous density in each cross-
section. These assumptions are compounded by technical
control issues, such as low resolution and influence of rota-
tional position of the bone. Engineering beam theory can be
used to account for the material properties of bone tissue and
the 3D geometry of the bone structure, and estimate axial
and bending rigidities of whole bones.17-22 Estimates corre-
lated well with measured failure force in human femurs.20

Several in vitro studies have demonstrated that bone architec-
ture, measured by computed tomography (CT), is a determi-
nant of bone strength and has been found to improve
pathologic fracture prediction in humans.19,23-25 CT determi-
nation of subchondral bone involvement in dogs with appen-
dicular OSA is associated with time to fracture.26 If
structural properties derived from CT correlate with mechan-
ical properties of OSA diseased bones, CT-derived indices
may help evaluate the risk of fracture in clinical patients.

The aims of this study were to determine correlations
between bone strength and site of fracture previously meas-
ured in vitro15 with corresponding CT-derived indices of
bone strength. We hypothesized that at least 1 CT-derived
index would correlate with the yield and failure strengths of
neoplastic bones, as well as site of fracture.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Study design
The study included 2 groups: (1) OSA affected unilateral
forelimbs from 10 client-owned dogs (32-64 kg, 4-12 years
old) that presented for treatment of unilateral primary OSA

of the antebrachium, and (2) unilateral forelimbs from 9 dogs
(21-35 kg, unknown age in all except 2 dogs, both aged 12
years) euthanatized for reasons other than forelimb musculo-
skeletal pathology. Antebrachia were imaged using CT for
subsequent determination of structural geometric properties
and bone tissue densities. CT-derived indices were compared
to mechanical testing variables determined from a previous
study15 to determine the strength of correlations between
structural properties based on in vivo CT imaging and actual
failure strength.

This study was approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee, and informed owner consent was
obtained prior to inclusion. Amputated tumor bearing limbs
were obtained from 10 clinical patients with a solitary pri-
mary OSA of the antebrachium that was visible radiographi-
cally and confirmed using cytology or histopathology.
Control limbs were obtained from 9 large breed canine
cadavers without known orthopedic disorders. Limbs were
stored at 2208C in sealed watertight bags.

2.2 | Imaging
CT scans of tumor-affected and contralateral unaffected
limbs of 10 clinical tumor patients were performed under
general anesthesia, and of a single limb from control cadav-
ers ex vivo. Axial CT (LightSpeed 16, GE Medical Systems)
was performed with the long axis of each limb aligned along
the axial dimension of the gantry at 120 kVp and 200 mA at
a resolution of 0.625 mm slice thickness and 0.406 mm pix-
els (512 3 512 pixel matrix). Images were reconstructed
using a BONE convolution kernel. A Cann-Genant phantom
(CT Calibration Phantom, Mindways Software Inc, San
Francisco, California) with 5 known hydroxyapatite densities
was placed in the field of view. In the clinical patients, the
head was positioned out of the scan field of view to prevent
attenuation artifacts.

Antebrachia were loaded axially to failure as previ-
ously reported.15 The measured structural properties com-
pared to CT-indices were Yield and Maximum Forces and
Energies because these variables are descriptors of struc-
tural yield and failure, and work to yield and failure. Yield
Force captures initiation of permanent deformation in the
bone structure and can promote failure under repetitive
loading that occurs in vivo. Maximum force captures the
force that induces complete failure. Pre-yield and post-
yield energies capture the work required to achieve yield
and maximum forces.

Digital radiographs (lateromedial [LM] and craniocaudal
[CrCd] views) were taken before and after structural tests to
characterize the geometry and location of bone failure (48
kVp, 4.6 mAs, Minxray HF 100/301 generator and Sound-
Eklin EDR3 digital control panel).
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2.3 | Characterization of fracture type and
location
The fracture location and proximal and distal margins of the
OSA in affected antebrachia were measured as percentage of
bone length from the distal end of the radius using calibrated
LM radiographs. Bone length was measured from the
cranial-to-caudal mid-point of the distal aspect of the radius
to the center of rotation of the trochlear notch of the ulna.
The type of failure was categorized as oblique, comminuted,
transverse, or transverse and crushed.

2.4 | CT data reduction and relation to
structural properties
Structural properties were calculated from CT image data
using custom software (Matlab R2013b, Mathworks, Natick,
Massachusetts). Images were rotated as necessary to achieve
uniform anatomical alignment within the coordinate axes of
the software. Mineralized bone was isolated from back-
ground and soft-tissue by thresholding at 300 Hounsfield
units (HU). Mineralized bone pixel densities were converted
from HU to hydroxyapatite concentrations using a linear
relationship between calibration phantom hydroxyapatite
concentrations and HU outputs.

Because structural properties are related to dog weight,
and dog weight was unknown for 4 of 21 specimens, esti-
mates of bone size and volume were assessed as potential
surrogates for dog weight. Mid-diaphyseal cross-sectional
area (CSA) was measured using CT data from a single mid-
diaphyseal slice. Bone volume was estimated using 2 meth-
ods. The first method considered the bones’ cross-sectional
shape as an ellipse and used mid-diaphyseal width and depth
measurements from LM and CrCd radiographs to calculate
elliptical volume (Ve) where

Ve5
LM Width

2

! "
! CrCd Depth

2

! "
! p ! Bone Length:

The second method calculated bone volume (Vcsa) where

Vcsa5CSA ! Bone Length:

The best estimate of bone volume was determined by
assessing correlations between CSA, Ve, and Vcsa with dog
weight for dogs of known weight. The best correlation was
used to estimate dog weight for the 4 dogs with unknown
weights.

CT-derived indices of failure strength were based on the
assumption that the antebrachium would fracture at either the
weakest location along the length of the bone, and/or at the
point of highest local stress due to a combination of loading,
bone geometry, and material properties. Calculations based
on engineering beam theory used CT data to estimate the
value and location of the weakest transverse slice within the

CT volume. Because the antebrachium has a structure that
approximates a mildly curved beam with mineral density het-
erogeneity and an architecture and geometry that are mark-
edly altered by OSA, several indices were explored to find
the best correlation with failure strength.

The first 2 indices calculated from CT data were the min-
imum axial (Min EA) and bending (Min EI) structural rigidi-
ties because of their relationship to fracture in previous
studies.17-22 Structural rigidities were estimated for each CT
slice by weighting the CSA [mm2] and CrCd bending
moment of inertia (MOI) [mm4] of each pixel by the density
dependent relationship for elastic moduli (E) [GPa], then
summing the modulus-weighted rigidity of each pixel about
the centroid or neutral axis as in the following equations.

Axial Rigidity : EA5
X

EidA

Bending Rigidity : EI5
X

Eiy2i dA

where i is each pixel in the cross section, dA is pixel area, y
is the CrCd distance of each pixel from the centroid, and

P

is the sum for all pixels in the CT cross section. Pixel moduli
(E) were derived using a best-fit function relating previously
reported experimentally observed bone mineral density
(BMD) (mgHA/cc) and E. The data used were from a range
of species, anatomic sites, and techniques for measuring
modulus and mineral density as reported by Easley et al.27

Data derived from human trabecular bone affected with met-
astatic neoplastic disease28 were added to the data set
because it was expected that OSA-affected bone would have
similar properties to the lower BMD and E of trabecular
bone with neoplasia. The resulting best-fit equation was
E5 1.34e24 " BMD1.7198.

The third and fourth indices, maximum (Max MOI) and
minimum moment of inertia (Min MOI) were calculated as
the CrCd bending MOI in each cross section using the
equation:

Moment of Inertia : MOICrCd5
X

y2i dA

The Min MOI and rigidities have been used to describe
the weakest part of the bone.22 The Max MOI was analyzed
because an increase in bone diameter appears to be a rapid,
proliferative, poorly mineralized, woven bone response to
neoplasia and associated osteolysis, which could be structur-
ally weak.

The fifth index (Min Fs) is the minimum value of a cal-
culated failure force for axial loading of an initially slightly
curved beam, which results in a combination of axial com-
pressive and bending loads, as derived by Lee et al.20 The
assumption of slight curvature means the bending moment is
solely induced by the eccentric load axis relative to the bone
centroid as illustrated in Figure 1. The general equation for
stress is r5 (Fs/A1Mc/I) where Fs is the critical (failure)
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force, A is CSA, and I is MOI. Writing the equation in terms
of strain (E, where E5 yield tensile bone strain5 0.8%29)
using the relation r5E " E, the bending moment Mc5
Fs " Bc where Bc is defined by the horizontal distance (resultant
vector) from the axial compressive load axis to the centroid of
the bone (c) which is the distance from the centroid to the
outer extent of the bone in cross-section. Assuming a circular
cross-sectional shape and solving for Fs the equation becomes:

Slightly Curved Beam Critical Force

: Fs5
E

1
EA

# $
1 Bc " c

EI

# $% &

The sixth index (Min Fc) is the minimum value of a calcu-
lation of the failure force for an initially curved beam loaded
by a combination of axial compressive and bending loads.
The assumption of a highly-curved beam takes into account
the radius of bone curvature. The equation for stress is
r5 Fc/A1My/Ae(R2y) where Fc is the critical (failure)
force.30 Writing the equation in terms of strain (E, where
E5 0.8%29) using the relation r5E*E, and the indices
shown in Figure 1 where y5R2r where R5CSA/

Ð
dA/r (the

radius of curvature to the neutral axis), and r is radius of cur-
vature to the local point of interest (dA) on the bone. We
assume the location dA is on the tensile side of the bone at the
point furthest from the center of the radius of curvature (ie,
cranial), due to the natural curvature of the bone. The bone’s
cross-section is approximated by a circle to estimate the radius
of curvature to the neutral axis, R5 1/2(rc1 ! (r2c2c2)) where

rc5 radius of curvature to the centroid (determined by fitting
a parabola to the path of the centroid along the bone at each
cross-section using the equation rc5 [11 (dz/dy)2]3/2/|d2z/
dy2|, where dz/dy and d2z/dy2 are the first and second deriva-
tives, respectively, of the parabolic equation), c5 !(A/p),
which is the distance from the centroid to the outer extent of
the bone in cross-section assuming a circular cross-sectional
shape and e5 rc2R; and solving for Fc the equation becomes:

Curved Beam Critical Force : Fc5
E

1
EA

# $
1 rc"y

EAe" R2yð Þð Þ

( )h i

The seventh index (Min Fb) assumes that failure was due
to the minimum critical force of buckling of an intermediate
column. Buckling is the mode of failure due to axial com-
pressive load on a beam or column with a CSA relatively
small compared to its length. Buckling failure is due to a
high local stress creating lateral motion (failure of) local
material followed by loss of structural compressive support
and subsequent bending. Fb is defined below, where L is the
length of the tested bone (unconstrained bone length, that is,
proximal bone not in potting material to distal end).31

Buckling Critical Force : Fb5
p2EI
L2

An eighth index (Max Bc) was a simple index to only
capture bone curvature. Bc is defined by the horizontal
cranio-caudal distance (resultant vector) from the axial

FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of indices used to calculate the predicted critical force for loading of the antebrachium modeled as a “slightly
curved” beam (Fs) or a curved beam (Fc)
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compressive load axis to the centroid of the bone at each CT
slice. The maximum value was used presuming this location
would have the highest tensile strain in bending.

Bone Curvature : Bc5Distance from load axis to centroid

The location of the slice within the CT volume that cor-
responded to each failure index is reported as a percent of
the bone’s length from the distal end.

2.5 | Statistical analysis
The Pearson correlation statistic was used to identify the
bone size or volume measure that most highly correlated to
the known dog body weights. Because CSA had the highest
correlation (R25 0.89, P 5< .001) with the known dog
body weights, the linear relation between CSA and body
weight was used to estimate the 4 unknown body weights.

Three steps were used to determine which of the 8 CT-
derived indices best correlated with previously determined
bone strength variables (Yield and Maximum Forces, and
Pre-Yield and Post-Yield Energies). First, a Principal Com-
ponent analysis (proc PrinComp, SAS 9.3, SAS Institute,
Cary, North Carolina) was used to determine if there were
significant correlations between any linear combination of
the CT indices and a second linear combinations of the
mechanical properties. Six of the 8 CT-derived indices had

the largest principal components and were included in the
following multiple correlation analysis (Canonical correla-
tion, proc CanCorr) to examine the relationships between lin-
ear combinations of the CT-derived indices with the 4 bone
strength variables. The Canonical correlation resulted in
higher correlations between Yield Force and Maximum
Force with the CT-derived indices than did pre-yield energy
and post-yield energy. Therefore, Pearson correlations (proc
Corr) assessed the individual relationships between the 6
CT-derived indices with Yield Force and Maximum Force.

Pearson correlations were also used to investigate
whether the location (CT slice) of the minimum or maximum
CT-derived index correlated with the location of the antebra-
chial fracture. Because the location and type of fracture were
qualitatively different in affected bones compared to control
bones, additional correlations for only affected bones and
only control bones were analyzed separately.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Body-weight surrogate
Bone mid-diaphyseal CT-derived CSA had the highest corre-
lation with 15 known dog body weights (r value5 0.89, P
value5<.001, CSA5 1.422 " body weight1 16.5). Ve and

FIGURE 2 Radiographs representative of pre-test and post-test fracture location in OSA-affected and unaffected control bones. Cross-sections of the
bones were obtained at the fracture site. A cross-section of the control bone taken from the median location of the fracture in OSA-affected bones is also
shown
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Vcsa had strong correlations but less than the correlation with
CSA (r5 0.76 and r5 0.84, respectively).

3.2 | OSA location
The OSA extended to the distal end of the antebrachia in all
affected bones (Figure 2) except 1, which extended distally
to 15.7% of the bone length. The proximal extent of the
OSA in affected antebrachia was 31.7%6 10.2% (mean6
standard deviation) of bone length.

3.3 | Failure type and location
The OSA-affected antebrachia fracture location occurred at
19.7%6 15.0% of bone length from the distal end. One
affected bone had an oblique radial fracture at the proximal-
most portion of the OSA. One affected bone fractured proxi-
mal to the OSA (at 55.9% bone length). This bone was har-
vested from the youngest dog in the study (4 years old) and
was the only one to sustain a comminuted fracture. All other
affected bones fractured transversely on the cranial aspect
and obliquely on the caudal aspect, consistent with tensile
and compressive components due to bending. All bent bones
also seemed crushed at the OSA fracture site (Figure 2). The
ulna in all OSA-affected bones fractured at the same fracture
location as the radii. All 9 normal antebrachia failed via
transverse radial fracture on the cranial aspect and oblique on
the caudal aspect. This configuration was consistent with
bending where the oblique component directed proximocra-
nial to distocaudal; 2 of these were comminuted (Figure 2).
The fractures were located at 34.5%6 3.3% of the bone
length. The ulnar fractured in only 6 of the 9 control antebra-
chial, at 21.0%6 6.9% bone length, distally to the corre-
sponding radial fracture in 5 specimens. The 3 ulna that did
not fracture were displaced from the radius.

3.4 | Correlation between CT-derived indices
and mechanical properties
The correlations between CT and mechanical force data from
affected and unaffected control bones were analyzed together
and separately because affected antebrachia seemed to differ
in morphology, fracture configuration, and because OSA and
control groups had separate clusters on correlation scatter
plots. Min Fs, Min EA, Min Fc, Max MOICrCd, and Min EI
correlated to forces (0.76%R% 0.46, P< .05) when all
bones were grouped (Table 1). Min EA, Min Fc, Min Fs,
Max MOICrCd, and Min EI also correlated to forces
(0.84%R% 0.65, P< .05) when considering only OSA-
affected bones. Based on control bones only, Min Fs, Min
EI, and Max MOICrCd correlated to forces (0.84%R% 0.67,
P< .05) (Table 1).

The linear relationships between the 4 CT-predicted indi-
ces that correlated best with yield and maximum forces are

illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. When all bones tested in the
study were considered, Min Fs achieved a relationship close
to 1:1 with the yield force and maximum force (slope of the
best fit linear equation is 1.1 and 1.2, respectively). When
the analysis was limited to OSA-affected bones, Min Fs also
has a close relationship with yield force and maximum force
(slope of 1.04 and 1.15, respectively), whereas Min Fc under
predicts the yield force and maximum force (slope of 0.009
and 0.009, respectively).

Control bones fractured at a location between 30% and
41% of the bone length from the distal end of the bone,
seemingly unrelated to the location of Min or Max CT-
derived indices. OSA affected bones fractured in the location
of the OSA, that is, between 8% and 32% of bone length,
with 1 exception in a young dog, where the fracture occurred
proximal to the OSA at 56% bone length. Therefore, the cor-
relation of the location of the CT-indices to fracture location
was analyzed with and without this potential outlier (Table
2). When all bones in the study were combined, the location
of the Max MOICrCd, Max Bc, and Min EA correlated
(0.61%R% 0.52, P< .05) with the location of the actual
fracture location (Table 2). When OSA-affected bones were
evaluated, Max MOICrCd, Min Fs, and Min EA correlated
(0.97%R% 0.85, P< .05) with fracture location and the
slope of the relationship is 1.7, 0.26, and 0.58, respectively

TABLE 1 Significant (P< .05) correlation coefficients between
CT-derived indices and yield and maximum mechanical test forcesa

Correlation coefficient (R)

CT-derived Index Yield force Maximum force

Affected and control bones

Min Fs 0.71 0.76
Min EA 0.67 0.69
Min Fc 0.56 0.58
Max MOICrCd 0.59 0.57
Min EI 0.46 0.52

Affected bones

Min EA 0.80 0.84
Min Fc 0.78 0.80
Min Fs 0.72 0.80
Max MOICrCd 0.73 0.69
Min EI 0.65 0.71

Control bones

Min Fs 0.84 0.78
Min EI 0.72 0.67
Max MOICrCd 0.75 NS

aMin EA is axial rigidity, Min EI is bending rigidity, Min Fs is the minimum
predicted failure force in a slightly curved beam model, Min Fc is the
minimum predicted failure force in a curved beam model, Max MOICrCd is the
maximum cranio-caudal moment of inertia, Max Bc is the maximum
cranio-caudal distance of the centroid to the line of axial force applied.
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(Figure 5). If the potential outlier is eliminated, Min Fs and
Max MOICrCd strongly correlated (R% 0.90, P< .05) with
fracture location (slope of the relationship is 1.3 and 1.2,
respectively) (Figure 6). In control bones, no correlation was

identified between CT indices locations and actual fracture
location (R< 0.21, P> .05).

4 | DISCUSSION

Four CT-derived indices correlated strongly with yield and
maximum forces and fracture location in OSA-affected
bones: Min EA, Min Fc, Min Fs, and Max MOICrCd. All
affected bones with 1 exception failed at the OSA site, in the
distal portion of the antebrachium. Two CT indices, Min Fs
and Max MOICrCd, closely predicted the site of fracture in
OSA-affected antebrachia, but not in unaffected control
antebrachia.

The correlation between Max MOICrCd and fracture loca-
tion and ultimate force in OSA-affected bones reflects the
ability of this measurement to capture the geometry of the
rapid, proliferative, poorly mineralized bone, which could be
structurally weak. Max MOICrCd correlates weakly to ulti-
mate force in normal bones, and does not correlate with
Fracture Location in these controls because these specimens
have a normal mineralization and homogenous structure.
Under these conditions, Max MOICrCd should be the most
resistant to failure.

Min EA may have a strong relationship to ultimate force
and Fracture Location in OSA-affected bones because of the
weakness created in less mineralized bone (sum of the den-
sity per cross-section), within the OSA lesion. In this group,
Min EI had a low correlation to ultimate force because forces

FIGURE 3 Plots representing the linear relationship between CT-predicted indices and yield force in OSA-affected (open markers) and unaffected
control (filled markers) bones. The equation for the least-squares linear fit are shown for OSA-affected (dashed line) and unaffected control (solid line)
bones

FIGURE 4 Plots representing the linear relationship between CT-predicted indices and maximum force in OSA-affected (open markers) and unaf-
fected control (filled markers) bones. The equation for the least-squares linear fit are shown for OSA-affected (dashed line) and unaffected control (solid
line) bones

TABLE 2 Significant (P< .05) correlations between the location of
the respective Min or Max of the CT-derived indices and the location
(% of bone length from the distal end of the radius) of fracture from
mechanical testsa

Correlation coefficient (R)
CT-derived location Fracture location

Affected and control bones

Max MOICrCd 0.61
Max Bc 0.61
Min EA 0.59
Min Fc 0.52

Affected bones

Max MOICrCd 0.97
Min EA 0.85
Min Fc 0.72

Affected bones, outlier removed

Min Fs 0.93
Max MOICrCd 0.90

aFor the “affected bones, outlier removed” section, the OSA-affected bone that
did not fracture within the region of the tumor was removed from the analysis.
See Table 1 for definition of abbreviations.
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generated through axial loading were mainly compressive,
given the shape and width of the neoplastic bone. Con-
versely, Min EA did not correlate with force at failure in
control bones, whereas such correlation was identified for
Min EI. This finding is likely due to the curvature of bones
increasing bending forces relative to compression, when
bones are loaded axially.

The strongest correlation between CT-derived parameters
and biomechanical properties involved Min Fs, with a nearly
a 1:1 relation with affected bone yield force and a strong cor-
relation with fracture location. The relationship between Min
Fs and force can be explained because this parameter com-
bines geometric and mineral-density properties, using an
equation adjusted to a long structure subjected to axial and
bending loading. The equation used to calculate Fc assumes
a highly-curved beam and uses radius of curvature to define
distances (such as moment arm in bending). Since Min Fc
correlated more weakly to force or fracture location than Fs
(straight beam), modeling these bones antebrachia (affected
or not) as straight beams seems more appropriate than mod-
eling them as highly curved beams.

The greater variation in CT-derived indices observed in
OSA-affected antebrachia compared to control antebrachia
could be useful in assessing the risk of fracture in OSA-
affected dogs. The lowest values for MinFs, MinFc, or

MinEA were measured in 2 dogs with OSA and corre-
sponded to lower antebrachial yield and failure forces than
those of all control dogs. Although the 2 neoplastic bones
had not sustained a pathologic fracture prior to the current
study, these antebrachia could have been predisposed to frac-
ture. These findings warrant a prospective comparison
between CT-derived indices of dogs with pathologic frac-
tures secondary to OSA and those of dogs with antebrachial
OSA that do not fracture.

Study limitations are related to the in vitro biomechanical
study that provided the yield and failure force data, and
availability of specimens. We have previously reported that
the in vitro loading conditions used here did not simulate all
in vivo loading modes or cyclic loading conditions.15 How-
ever, these loading conditions did simulate the most common
loading circumstance during stance in dogs. The age of dogs
enrolled in the control group was largely unknown. Since
age affects bone density and mechanical properties, the influ-
ence of this parameter on the antebrachial mechanical prop-
erties in this study could not be determined. However, most
of the CT-derived indices (except MaxMOI) accounted for
bone density and/or bone geometry, which are the main fac-
tors impacting the mechanical properties of bone. Our find-
ings could be considered as proof-of-concept for application
to other appendicular bones affected with OSA. However,

FIGURE 6 Plots representing the linear relationship between location of the CT-predicted indices and fracture location in OSA-affected bones (open
markers), after exclusion of the young dog whose bone fractured outside the osteosarcoma site, and unaffected control (filled markers) bones. The equation
for the least-squares linear fit are shown for OSA-affected (dashed line) and unaffected control (solid line) bones

FIGURE 5 Plots representing the linear relationship between location of the CT-predicted indices and fracture location in OSA-affected bones (open
markers) and unaffected control (filled markers) bones. The equation for the least-squares linear fit are shown for OSA-affected (dashed line) and
unaffected control (solid line) bones
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such application would require that CT-derived indices be
determined for each bone. The threshold for fracture may
also be site-dependent, as OSA in distal radial sites may be
less prone to pathologic fractures than other appendicular
bone tumors in dogs.32

The CT-based indices Min Fc, Min EA, and Min Fs have
strong linear relationships to yield and maximum forces and
fracture location in vitro. These parameters may therefore be
useful identify OSA-dogs at low risk for pathologic fracture.
To verify which of the indices truly predict pathologic frac-
ture, CT-derived indices should be prospectively compared
between dogs with pathologic fractures secondary to OSA
and dogs with antebrachial OSA that do not fracture. The
results of the current study laid the groundwork for future
investigation in this area.
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